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FOR BINARY NUMBER SQUARING USING
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Abstract-The complexity in implementing complex logic functions
in hardware circuitry is to be reduced in order to perform large
calculations with minimum delay. This paper presents a most
efficient and high speed design for doubling a binary number
using Dwandwa Yoga logic, a squaring algorithm. The
calculation is performed based on the “Duplex” D property. This
method reduces the carry propagation delay when compared to
the other vedic multiplication algorithms and conventional
multiplication algorithms to a great extent. As the number of bits
increases the size of the hardware circuitry decreases to a great
extent by using the proposed logic. For the same number of bits,
the dwandwa yoga requires less number of calculations
compared to Urdhva tiryakbhyam. This design can be further
used in apllications where low power and small area are main
criteria.
Keywords-Dwandwa yoga, duplex, high speed,
propagation delay, squaring algorithm, multiplier.

I.

minimum

partial carry registers are required. Multiplication of two n-bit
operands using a radix-4 booth recording multiplier requires
approximately n=(2m) clock cycles to generate the least
significant half of the final product, where m is the number of
Booth recoder adder stages. Thus, a large propagation delay is
associated with this case.
The proposed square architecture is an improvement
over partition multipliers in which the NXN bit multiplication
can be performed by decomposing the multiplicand and
multiplier bits into M partitions where M=N/K ( here N is the
width of multiplicand and multiplier(divisible by 4 ) and K is
a multiple of 4 such as 4, 8 , 12 ,16……….. 4* n). The
partition multipliers are the fastest multipliers implemented in
the commercial processors and are much faster than
conventional multipliers.
II. DWANDWA YOGA

INTRODUCTION

In many complex multiplications the square of a
number can be calculated using multiplier unit. Perhaps it is
one of the most time consuming operations in implementing
large hardware circuitry. Squaring operation is a special case
of multiplication unit. A dedicated square hardware may
significantly improve the computation time and reduces the
delay to a large extent.
The main core components of all the digital signal
processors are digital multipliers and the performance and
speed of the DSP depends on its multipliers. These digital
multipliers are used in realizing many of the DSP
computations
like
FFT(fast
fourier
transform),
MAC(multiplier and accumulator) and DFT(discrete fourier
transforms). The commonly used multiplication algorithms in
digital hardware are array multiplication algorithm and Booth
multiplication algorithm. In array multiplier as the partial
products are calculated independently, the computation time is
relatively less. The delay associated with the array multiplier
is the time taken by the signal to propagate through the gates
that form the multiplication array.
Another important multiplication algorithm is booth
multiplication algorithm. Large booth arrays are required for
high speed multiplication and exponential operation. But , in
order to implement large booth arrays large partial sum and

The Dwandwa Yoga or 'duplex combination' can be
used for general purpose squaring. The square of a number
can be calculated by using the ‗duplex‘ D property of
dwandwa yoga. According to duplex property, for an even
number of elements the result is taken as twice the product of
the outermost pair and then twice the product of the next
outermost pair and so on till no pairs are left. For an odd
number of elements, there is one bit left itself in the middle
and this enters as its square along with the product elements. It
can be explained in the following example
D( a ) = a2
D( ab ) = 2ab
D( abc ) = 2ac + b2
D( abcd ) = 2ad + 2bc
D( abcde ) = 2ae + 2bd + c2
D( abcdef ) = 2af + 2be + 2cd

and so on....

As we can see above, D of any number is the sum of
square of the middle number and two times the product of the
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other pairs.

The conventional squaring unit is a time consuming
process as it requires large number of computations. So the
delay associated with this type of algorithm is more which
makes it not useful for handling large complex functions in
designing most sophisticated hardware circuitry.

Square of a number is given by
( ab )2 = D( a ) | D( ab ) | D( b )

IV. PROPOSED SQUARING ALGORITHM

( abc )2 = D( a ) | D( ab ) | D(abc)|D( bc ) | D( c )
( abcd )2 = D(a) | D(ab) | D(abc) | D(abcd) | D(bcd) | D(bc) | D
(c)
Example :
( 25 )2=
D(5) = 52 = 25 = 5 = A
D(25) = 2*2*5 = 20 = 20+2 = 22 = 2= B
D(2) = 22 = 4 = 4+2 = 6 = C
Now the required result after squaring 25 is CBA = 625.
Thus for a single bit number, the D is square of the
number itself. For a 2 bit number, it is twice their product. For
a 3 bit number, it is the sum of twice the product of the
outermost pair and square of the middle number. For a 4 bit
number, it is the sum of twice the product of the outermost
pair and twice the product of the innermost pair.
III. CONVENTIONAL SQUARING

In the proposed algorithm the square of a binary
number can be calculated based on the duplex property of
dwandwa yoga logic. This squaring algorithm has all the
advantages as it is quite smaller than the array, booth and
vedic multiplier.
This multiplication algorithm is also advantageous
over urdhava tiryakbhyam multiplication algorithm as it
requires less number of computations over urdhava
tiryakbhyam for the same number of bits.
The algorithm is explained for 4 x 4 bit number.
a) Algorithm for 4 x 4 bit Square using Dwandwa Yoga

UNIT

The multiplication operation is one of the most
important functions in many real time applications. In
ordinary sequential multiplications the multiplicand is shifted
bit by bit and added to a large 2n bit accumulator when the bit
at the corresponding bit position of the multiplier is 1. To
increase the multiplication speed the addition operation can be
performed in parallel. In a straight forward parallel
multiplication, the addition operations are carried out by an
array of n(n-1) full adders. The squaring unit also performs the
same kind of operation similar to the conventional multiplier
except its inputs for both the multiplier and multiplicand is
same. For the same number of elements the squaring unit
requires less computations compared to the multiplication
unit.
PARALLEL COMPUTATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

D(A0) = A 0 * A0 = A
D (A1A0) = 2 * A1 * A0 = B
D (A2A1A0) = 2 * A2 * A0 + A1 * A1 = C
D (A3A2A1A0) = 2 * A3 * A0 + 2 * A2 * A1 = D
D (A3A2A1) = 2 * A3 * A1 + A2 * A2 = E
D (A3A2) = 2 * A3 * A2 = F
D (A3) = A3 * A3 = G

The hardware architecture for 4 x 4 bit binary squaring is
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on silicon and can work at high speed without increasing the
clock frequency.
V. COMPARISON OF
DWANDWA YOGA WITH CONVENTIONAL MULTIPLIER
When compared to the conventional multiplier the
performance of the proposed squaring algorithm that uses
dwandwa yoga logic has been increased to a great extent. The
number of LUTs has also been decreased in the proposed logic
compared to the conventional multiplier. As the number of
bits increases the number of LUTs decreases to a great extent
results in decreasing the size of the hardware circuitry.
Similarly the delay of the proposed logic has also decreased to
a great extent which makes the proposed algorithm to be used
in the applications where high speed is required.
Table1: Comparison of dwandwa yoga with conventional
multiplier

Figure 1: Block diagram for 4 x 4 bit squaring using
dwandwa yoga
The logic can be best explained with the following
example
Example :
(1111) 2 =
D(1) = 1 *1 = 1= A
D(11) = 2 * 1 * 1 = 10 = 0 = B
D(111) = 2 * 1 * 1 + 1 * 1 = 11 = 0 = C
D(1111)=2*1 * 1 + 2 * 1 * 1=100= 0 =D
D(111) = 2 * 1 * 1 + 1 * 1 = 0 = E
D(11) = 2 * 1 * 1 =10 = 1 = F
D(1) = 1 * 1 = 11 = C0 G
The final result that is obtained after squaring the
binary number 1111 is C0GFEDCBA = 11100001.

With these advantages the proposed algorithm can be
used to decrease the hardware complexity while implementing
in most sophisticated systems.
VI. SIMULATION RESULT

This squaring algorithm has less number of gates
required for given 8x8 bits Multiplier so its power dissipation
is very small as compared to other multiplier architecture.This
vedic multiplier is faster than array multiplier and Booth
multiplier. As the number of bits increases from 8x8 bits to
16x16 bits, the timing delay is greatly reduced for Vedic
multiplier as compared to other multipliers. Vedic multiplier
has the greatest advantage as compared to other multipliers
over gate delays and regularity of structures. The area needed
for Vedic square multiplier is very small as compared to other
multiplier architectures.
Thus the result shows that the Vedic square
multiplier is smallest and the fastest of the reviewed
architectures. The Vedic square and cube architecture proved
to exhibit improved efficiency in terms of speed and area
compared to Booth and Array Multiplier. Due to its parallel
and regular structure, this architecture can be easily realized

Figure 3: Output waveforms for 4 x 4 bit dwandwa yoga logic
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The results are simulated in Xilinx 10.1 ISE of
Spartan3E family and the package of the device is FG320 with
a speed of -4.
The fig.3 shows the simulation results for a given
four bit binary number. It has four inputs and a maximum of
eight outputs. To perfom the required logic a four bit adder
and a five bit adder has been designed.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new binary number squaring algorithm
have been proposed. The duplex property is used to perform
the squaring calculations. In addition a 4 x 4 bit binary
squaring resuts have also been discussed. With the help of this
algorithm large computations can be handled significantly
with less delay. It is therefore seen that the Vedic multipliers
are much more faster than the conventional multipliers. The
algorithms of Vedic mathematics are much more efficient than
that of conventional mathematics.
In future it is possible to implement cubing algorithm
using the basic principles of proposed logic.
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